JeftOWNED given to Henr. Elder and Geo. Hume remonstred with by
me 19 Jan 1569

[Text is difficult to read due to handwriting]

Bacon
Lord Keeper

To Pelham & Nune

[Signature]

Ours January 1569

[Seal]
to provide in my will managed and taken under
and understood by my father. I was forced to make a
pursue the unicum of my life. A great
matter was the execution of the
will of my grandfather and he became remembered. Yet
in my youth, up to the age of my marriage
and the first son of my brothers my wife and upon a disputation
of the said point to make several copies
in store Disputes of good Christian
matter and it was necessary to redeem
of my brother's daughter. The result of this
was to cause the last occasion the officer to
make some part of the book as I said
make several copies of what I had
not continued as we were to suppose
from there I have talked and staff came
for some advantage to be made to my daughter
in my brothers from the various line and
some copy from the various line and

Are you from Spanish and do I have
you can talk to twice and from another
the blessing of the Lord.